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O
ne-dimensional (1D) nanostruc-
tures are of considerable interest
as an advanced building block for

the next generation nanodevices because

of their promising and fascinating

properties.1,2 In particular, semiconductor

nanowires (NWs) have attracted significant

attention for diverse applications in

electronic,3�5 photonic,6�8 sensing,9�12

and energy conversion13�15 devices. For

successful implementation in these applica-

tions, however, the ability to tightly define

the diameter of the semiconductor NWs is

becoming indispensable because their fun-

damental properties are strongly depend-

ent on the radial dimension.16�19 Therefore,

there have been increasing demands for the

development of new efficient methods

that precisely control the NW geometries

for more practical applications.

A vapor�liquid�solid (VLS) growth pro-

cess has been considered as an effective

synthetic technique for semiconductor NWs

with a good level of geometries. Based on

the VLS growth mechanism,20 unidirectional

growth is promoted by metallic catalysts in

a controlled condition,21 where the catalytic

metal forms its liquid alloy that is com-

bined with vaporized growth sources. The

diameter of NWs is likely determined by the

size of the alloy droplet, which is in turn

governed by the original catalyst dimen-

sion. Consequently, to define the radial di-

mension of the desired NWs, the size of the

catalysts must be predetermined and con-

trolled. Several approaches such as nar-

rowly size-controlled metal colloids,22

thickness-controlled metal thin film,23 and

geometry-regulated electron-beam (E-

beam) lithography24 have been proposed
to regulate the diameters of NWs in the VLS
mechanism; however, these methods hold
several drawbacks such as nanoparticle ag-
glomeration,25 wide catalyst size devia-
tion,26 and high fabrication cost,27

respectively.
A contact-printing technique that uses

a topographically patterned stamp, which
is a representative form of soft lithogra-
phy,28 has been extensively employed in
nanofabrication due to its ability to simply
transfer various classes of materials from
metallic compounds29 to biological mol-
ecules30 onto various substrates31 in a large
area at one time. The contact-printing pro-
cess with a well-defined nanometer-scale
stamp could be an effective tool for the de-
signed catalyst formation in the VSL pro-
cess, enabling prevention of the problems
involved in the conventional methods. For
instance, (1) proper placement of nanopar-
ticle catalysts via printing a stamp with a
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ABSTRACT A novel and effective methodology to control the diameters of semiconductor nanowires is

reported through a versatile contact-printing method for obtaining size-controlled nanocatalysts by size-tunable

carbon-based nanometer stamps. Vertically aligned carbon nanopost arrays, derived from nanoporous alumina

templates, are used as the nanoscale stamps for printing of catalyst nanoparticles. The diameter of the carbon

nanopost can be engineered by adjusting the pore dimension of the templates. Over the contact-printed Au

nanodots in a uniform size distribution, semiconductor SnO2 nanowires are grown via a vapor�liquid�solid

growth mechanism. Consequently, a direct dimension correspondence is achieved between the carbon nanopost

stamp, the printed Au catalyst, and the finally obtained SnO2 nanowires. A model example of the diameter-

dependent electrical properties of the semiconductor nanowires is successfully demonstrated in this work by

applying three diameter-controlled SnO2 nanowires to nanowire field effect transistors.

KEYWORDS: carbon nanopost stamps · contact-printing of catalysts · liquid
ink · diameter control · SnO2 nanowires · alumina templates · field effect transistors
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predetermined geometry could prevent aggregation

of the catalytic particles on substrates, (2) well-

controlled stamp could produce the printed catalysts

with a very narrow size distribution, and (3) the contact-

printing technique could provide an intrinsic low-cost

nature. However, despite these attractive features, an

attempt to control the diameters of semiconductor

nanowires through this printing method with nano-

scale stamp has rarely been tried.

In this research, we report a novel approach that

defines the diameter of the semiconductor NWs via

a versatile contact-printing process with readily size-

tunable nanoscale stamps. A vertically aligned car-

bon nanopost (CNP) array, fabricated from the pores

of anodic aluminum oxide (AAO) templates, is used

as the nanoscale stamps (denoted as CNP stamp

hereafter) for printing of nanodot catalysts. The ge-

ometry of the CNP stamps is defined in the elabo-

rated AAO templates, whose dimension is in turn

controlled by modifying the pore size of the AAO

matrixes. Using this approach, the diameter-

controlled SnO2 NWs are synthesized over the size-

defined Au nanocatalysts in a vapor�liquid�solid

(VLS) growth mechanism through a chemical vapor

deposition (CVD) process. To this end, the diameter-

dependent electrical characteristics of the semicon-

ductor SnO2 NWs are successfully and explicitly dem-

onstrated in the nanowire field effect transistor (NW-

FET), which suggests that our nanostamping

methodology is an attractive strategy toward more

practical applications for the fabrication of nanoma-

terials and nanodevices with desired functionalities.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The entire procedure and conceptual cartoons for

the diameter-controlled growth of semiconductor NWs

via the contact-printing method with our CNP stamps

are schematically illustrated in Figure 1. The synthesis

was accomplished in four steps (Figure 1A). The first

step is the fabrication of CNP stamps that have con-

trolled CNP diameters (Figure 1A(i)), which can be

achieved by regulating the pore size of the AAO ma-

trixes (see the detail descriptions about each process

in Experimental Section and Supporting Information).

Next, Au precursor-containing liquid ink is coated onto

the CNP array tips via a spin-casting process, and then it

is subsequently contact-printed to the Si/SiO2 sub-

strate (Figure 1A(ii)). To form the metallic Au catalysts,

an annealing process is conducted (Figure 1A(iii)). Fi-

nally, SnO2 NWs are grown via the VLS-CVD growth pro-

cess over the printed Au catalysts (Figure 1A(iv)). The di-

ameter of the SnO2 NWs strongly depends on the tip

size of the CNP array, which makes the contact-printing

process eligible for diameter-controlled growth of semi-

conductor NWs in the VLS system. As schematically de-

scribed in Figure 1B, the tip diameter of the CNP arrays

can be easily adjusted by varying the pore size of the

AAO templates (Figure 1B(i)). According to the CNP di-

ameter, the loading amount and the effective contact

area of Au ink can be manipulated (Figure 1B(ii)). The

size of the Au catalysts printed on the substrate is de-

pendent on the size of ink loaded on the CNP tip (Fig-

ure 1B(iii)), and the diameter of the grown NWs is con-

strained to the size of the printed Au catalysts (Figure

1B(iv)). Consequently, a direct size correspondence

Figure 1. The schematic diagrams depict (A) the entire procedure, which includes (i) the fabrication of the CNP stamps, (ii) the contact-
printing of the Au ink, (iii) the preparation of the Au metallic catalysts, and (iv) the growth of the semiconductor NWs over the contact-
printed Au catalysts via the VLS process; and (B) the conceptual model of the size-controlled fabrication of semiconductor NWs via the
contact-printing process using the CNP stamps with different tip diameters: (i) different-sized CNP tips, (ii) Au ink that was loaded onto the
CNP tips, (iii) contact-printed Au catalysts from the CNP tips, and (iv) NWs grown over the size-controlled Au catalysts. The variation of
the CNP diameter, which was used as the stamps for contact-printing of the Au catalysts, directly controls the diameter of the NWs that
are grown over the printed Au particles.
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from the CNP stamps to the grown NWs can be
achieved. This schematic diagram describes our con-
ceptual procedures for the diameter-controlled growth
of semiconductor NWs over the nanocatalysts that are
contact-printed on substrates by our CNP array stamps,
in which the scale and geometric dimensions are
arbitrary.

The contact-printing techniques or template-based
methods have been employed for fabrications of 1D
nanostructures that were grown on the patterned
nanoparticle catalysts,32�35 in which patterned growths
of 1D nanostructures can be achieved. Typically,
contact-printing process has many attractive merits in-
cluding a simple and low-cost printing process, great
versatility, and high throughput. However, this method
suffers from some drawbacks that include expensive
and sophisticated procedures to fabricate a nanoresolu-
tion stamp and to control its size.36,37 In our nano-
stamping system with the CNP array stamps, these ob-
stacles may be overcome. Figure 2 panels a�c show
representative scanning electron microscopy (SEM) im-
ages of the CNP stamps that were used here. All of the
preparation procedures for the CNP stamps were com-
posed of a simple self-assembly process without con-
ventional nanopatterning methods, such as photoli-
thography or E-beam lithography. Precisely controlled
CNP arrays were fabricated by depositing pyrolytic car-
bon onto the inside surfaces of straight pore channels
that were self-assembled in the AAO matrixes, and fol-
lowed by simple mechanical and chemical treatments
(see the Experimental Section and Figure S1 of the Sup-
porting Information). Three representative stamps (Fig-
ure 2a�c) exhibit monodispersed CNP diameters of 33
� 3, 46 � 3, and 78 � 4 nm, respectively. Modification
of the stamp size can be readily achieved by adjusting
the pore dimension of the AAO templates, as confirmed
from Figure 2d, which shows a direct correlation be-
tween the AAO pore size and the CNP tip diameter. As
the pore size of the AAO template increases from 30 to
80 nm, the tip diameter of the produced CNP increases
in a consistent manner. SEM images of the tilt views
(the insets of Figure 2a�c) show the geometrical char-
acteristics of the CNP arrays with a flat top surface and a
uniform height of ca. 100 nm protruding from the AAO
template.38 The vertically aligned CNP arrays with a ho-
mogeneous height, which are combined with their own
flexibility that originated from carbon,39,40 could bear
the applied force in a direction that is perpendicular to
the tips during the contact-printing process. As a conse-
quence of the reliable nanoscale size, simple size-
controllability and uniform height, the CNP stamps
could be an elegant platform for a nanostamping sys-
tem that prints size-controlled catalysts for diameter-
controlled growth of various semiconductor NWs.

Figure 3 panels a, b, and c show representative SEM
images of the contact-printed Au catalysts on the Si/
SiO2 substrate by using the CNP stamps that have the

average tip diameters of 33, 46, and 78 nm, respec-

tively. The histograms for the size distribution of Au

nanoparticles in the insets indicate narrow size-

Figure 2. SEM images of the CNP stamps that have different tip diameters
of (a) 33, (b) 46, and (c) 78 nm. Each inset of panels a�c is an oblique view,
which indicates that the CNP arrays have a uniform height of ca. 100 nm.
(d) The direct correspondence between the average tip diameter of the
CNP arrays and the pore size of the AAO templates. The error bars repre-
sent the deviation of the CNP diameter that was estimated from 100 differ-
ent CNPs.

Figure 3. SEM images of the contact-printed Au catalysts that
display the average size of (a) 30, (b) 42, and (c) 71 nm, respec-
tively (Insets show the histograms of the printed Au nanopar-
ticles). TEM micrographs of grown SnO2 NWs of (d) 32, (e) 43,
(f) 77 nm in diameter, which were initiated over the printed Au
catalysts. The SEM images of the upper insets display the
SnO2 NWs grown on the Au-catalyst-printed substrate. The
histograms of the lower insets indicate a narrow diameter de-
viation of the grown SnO2 NWs.
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deviations with slight size decreases (by ca. 10%) from
the tip sizes of the CNP stamps; the printed Au nanopar-
ticles display the mean sizes of 30, 42, and 71 nm, re-
spectively. This size contraction of the printed catalysts
should be ascribed to the evaporation of ethanol sol-
vent in the as-printed Au ink and is also accompanied
by the phase transformation of the Au phase from the
ink to the metallic phase during the annealing process
(see Figure S5 of the Supporting Information for this
phase transformation process). Considering the accu-
racy of the contact-printed Au nanocatalysts in terms of
geometric pattern and transfer yield, it seems that a
perfect pattern replication was not achieved at the
present condition because some defect sites in the
printed Au nanoparticles appear in the SEM images of
Figure 3a�c. We speculate that the involvement of
such defects in the printed Au nanoparticles may be at-
tributable to the possibly insufficient loading of the Au
ink solution onto the individual tips of the CNP arrays
when the liquid phase ink solution is used for the
contact-printing process. Despite the presence of de-
fects, the pattern accuracy and transfer yield were
quantitatively analyzed. The transfer yield is estimated
to approximately 80% or higher for all the samples in
this work, which is a fraction of the number of the
printed Au nanoparticles to the number of the CNP
tips in the same unit area. Note the SEM images of Fig-
ure S4 and the description for the transfer yield in the
Supporting Information. However, if the ink is properly
made and optimized further, a better replication close
to the perfect pattern from the mother CNP stamps
would be possible. Indeed, the hexagonally patterned
Au nanodot arrays with the least defects were able to
be fabricated via the same contact-printing method
through direct loading of the metallic Au on the CNP ar-
rays by an E-beam evaporation process (which is un-
der development and its detailed procedure is de-
scribed in the reference as a note.)41 Although some
defects are generated when the liquid phase ink is used
in this work, still a number of advantages can be ex-
pected from the use of the liquid phase ink in the face
of simplicity of the process, reusability of the stamps,
and wide availability of the catalyst ink materials. It is
demonstrated that the morphology of the CNP stamp
can be maintained even after repeated stamping pro-
cesses (see Figure S3 of the Supporting Information)
along with the easy cleaning with solvent for the ink
remnant. Moreover, numerous catalyst materials can be
applied in this liquid ink system as far as the catalyst
precursor salt is dissolved in the solvent, implying that
this process can be extended to other fascinated 1D
nanostructure growths such as GaN NWs42 and carbon
nanotubes.43

Figure 3 panels d�f show typical transmission elec-
tron microscopy (TEM) images of the SnO2 NWs that
were grown over the contact-printed Au catalysts via
the VLS-CVD process. The TEM samples were prepared

by sonicating the as-grown NWs (the SEM images in up-

per insets) into a suspension in isopropyl alcohol and

then followed by depositing onto a TEM copper grid.

The SnO2 NWs represent a smooth and straight-line

morphology together with the alloy droplets shown at

the end part of each NW. Such catalyst-mediated nano-

wire growth may support that our diameter-tunable

process is associated with the VLS mechanism. The di-

ameter of the obtained SnO2 NWs appeared to be about

32, 43, and 77 nm, respectively, which would be a little

bit increased but still in a tight correspondence on the

printed catalyst sizes.20 Both the high-resolution TEM

images and their selective area electron diffraction

(SAED) patterns (see Figure S6 of the Supporting Infor-

mation) indicate that the obtained SnO2 NWs are of a

single-crystalline phase in a tetragonal rutile structure.

The diameter distribution of the SnO2 NWs was statisti-

cally analyzed from the detailed SEM and TEM inspec-

tion. From the histograms of the NW’s diameter as in-

cluded in the lower insets of Figure 3 panels d�f, we

were able to confirm that the SnO2 NWs synthesized via

our method are nicely controllable in a uniform

diameter.

Figure 4 summarizes a direct and excellent linear

correlation of size dimensions between the mother

CNP stamps, the printed Au catalysts from the stamps,

and the finally grown SnO2 NW over the catalysts, which

would represent one of the strengths of our method.

As a result of contact-printing with the CNP stamps hav-

ing 33, 46, and 78 nm diameter (lower inset SEM im-

ages), the Au catalysts were printed with average diam-

eters of ca. 30, 42, and 71 nm, respectively, and in the

event, the SnO2 NWs were grown with mean diameters

of ca. 32, 43, and 77 nm (upper inset TEM images). This

result clearly demonstrates that our contact-printing

method by using the size-tunable CNP stamp is signifi-

cantly promising for the fabrication of semiconductor

NWs in the VLS system, especially in regard of high

Figure 4. The size correspondence between the Au catalysts
and the grown SnO2 NWs with respect to the CNP tip diam-
eters of the stamps that were used for contact-printing.
Here, the average diameter and the error value of the
samples were determined statistically from the SEM and
TEM images. The lower insets show the SEM images of three
different CNP stamps that were used in this work. The up-
per inset shows TEM images of the as-grown SnO2 NWs that
have controlled diameters. All of the scale bars indicate 100
nm.
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throughput production along with engineering of de-
signed radial dimension.

This diameter-tuning of semiconductor NWs has
motivated us to a fundamental study on the intrinsic
electrical properties with the systematically changed ra-
dial dimensions. A representative example of the
diameter-dependent properties was demonstrated
from nanowire field effect transistors (NW-FETs) fabri-
cated in a back-gated configuration using the three
diameter-controlled SnO2 NWs.44�46 Figure 5a illustrates
the configuration of SnO2 NW-FETs used here. Figure
5b shows a series of SEM images for each single SnO2

NW that connects across the source and drain elec-
trodes. The respective diameter (dNW) of SnO2 NW was
32, 43, and 77 nm, as confirmed previously. From the
transfer characteristics (IDS�VGS, the source�drain cur-
rent versus gate voltage) in Figure 5c, the SnO2 NW-FETs
exhibit the typical n-type semiconductor characteris-
tics. As the NW diameter in the FET devices is increased,
the threshold voltage (VT) shifts to the negative gate
bias direction and the source�drain current appears
to increase for a given gate bias, which is in line with
the results reported by other research groups.44 The
threshold voltage of the three different SnO2 NW FETs
shown in Figure 5c (dNW � 32, 43, and 77 nm) was found
to be �4.34, �5.97, and �7.87 V, respectively. The in-
creased effective channel area of the larger diameter
NWs is responsible for such consistent VT shifts. It is
known that the depletion region can build up by the in-
terface states and trapped charges, leading to affect-
ing the electronic transport characteristics of the
NWs.47,48 A schematic illustration and band diagram for
our devices (see Figure S9 of the Supporting Informa-
tion) explain the discrepancy between the geometrical
diameter (dNW) and the effective diameter (deff) that is
considered with the depletion width (w). The surface
band bending at the interfaces between the NW and its
surroundings is associated with the depletion width for-
mation. The effective diameter (deff) of the conduction
layer in the NW channel can be expressed as deff � dNW

� 2w. Therefore, larger diameter NWs can have a larger
deff/dNW ratio than smaller diameter NWs since the wider
NW can generate a more significant conductive chan-
nel fraction as compared to the smaller diameter NWs,
implying that it becomes easier to create an accumula-
tion channel for a given gate bias. As a consequence, in
the NW FETs with a larger diameter, the conductance
increases and the threshold voltages shift in the nega-
tive gate bias direction.

From the transfer characteristics (Figure 5c), the
field-effect mobility values (�FE,e � L2/CNWVDS(�IDS/
�VGS))49 of the SnO2 NW-FETs were estimated to be 94,
125, and 179 cm2/(V s) for the three NWs with different
diameters, dNW of 32, 43, and 77 nm, respectively (see
Table S1 of the Supporting Information). The observed
dependence of the SnO2 NW diameter on their mobil-
ity reveals that the larger diameter NWs possess signifi-

cantly higher mobility than the smaller ones, which

may be explained by the enhanced surface scattering

(i.e., surface roughness and defect scattering).26,27 The

effect of side-wall scattering in the overall mobility will

be greater in smaller diameter NWs than in larger

ones.50�52 In addition, the field-effect mobility is gener-

ally smaller in narrower NWs because of the lower effec-

tive gate coupling factor. This is ascribed to that the in-

terface states attract negative charge to the n-type

NW surface, which has a stronger influence on the min-

iaturized NWs with a high surface area to volume

ratio.50,53 The inset of Figure 5c shows the statistical dis-

tribution of the threshold voltage and the field-effect

mobility, as a function of the average NW diameters of

32 nm (measured from 17 NW-FETs), 43 nm (from 12

NW-FETs), and 77 nm (from 5 NW-FETs), respectively.

Therefore, statistically it can be concluded that the

change in the diameter of the NWs can have a signifi-

cant influence on the electronic transport properties

due to the alteration of the surface area to volume ra-

tio. Therefore, the diameter-tuning of semiconductor

Figure 5. (a) A schematic diagram of a SnO2 NW-FET. (b) SEM images of
diameter-controlled SnO2 NW-FETs with dNW of 77, 43, and 32 nm, respec-
tively. The channel lengths of the three different SnO2 NW-FETs were ca. 4
�m. (c) The transfer characteristics (IDS�VGS) for the SnO2 NW-FETs at a fixed
drain bias of 1 V for the dNW of 77, 43, and 32 nm. The inset shows the statis-
tical distribution of the threshold voltage (VT, open black symbols) and the
field effect mobility (�FE,e, filled red symbols) for 17 FET devices that were
made with a dNW of 32 nm, 12 FET devices that were made with a dNW of 43
nm, and 5 FET that were devices made with a dNW of 77 nm, respectively.
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nanowires via the contact-printing process using the
size-controllable CNP stamps can play an effective role
in the fabrication of nanostructures and the design of
nanoscale devices, as demonstrated with the diameter-
controlled SnO2 NWs in this work.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we reported a simple and effective

method for fabrication of semiconductor nanowires
having a designed diameter via a contact-printing
method that uses size-tunable carbon-based nanopost
array stamps. This versatile contact-printing technique
enables control of the size of printed nanoparticle cata-
lysts, thereby the diameter of semiconductor nanow-

ires can be manipulated depending on the catalyst
size in the vapor�liquid�solid growth process.
Diameter-dependent electrical properties of the con-
trolled SnO2 nanowires were explicitly embodied by the
application to nanowire field effect transistors. The abil-
ity to control a well-defined radial dimension of the
semiconductor nanowires could facilitate implementa-
tion of one-dimensional nanoscale building-blocks in
various nanodevices. Although we demonstrated only
for the SnO2 nanowires at this stage, this method could
be equally applied to other one-dimensional nanostruc-
ture growths of various materials, which is under inves-
tigation along with modifications of catalyst transfer
steps.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Fabrication of the CNP Stamps. Three kinds of CNP stamps that

have a controlled-tip diameter were prepared by replicating the
AAO pores of three different sizes. First, the AAO templates were
produced through a two-step anodization process under con-
trolled voltages. For the AAO template with small-sized pores of
ca. 33 nm, prepolished Al foils (99.999%) were anodized in a 0.3
M H2SO4 solution under 25 V, while the Al foils were anodized in
a 0.3 M H2C2O4 solution under 40 V for the AAO template with
middle-sized pores of ca. 46 nm. From further pore-widening of
the AAO matrix (produced in 0.3 M H2C2O4 electrolyte) by
chemical-wet etching in a mixture solution of H3PO4 and CrO3,
the AAO template with a large pore size of ca. 78 nm was ob-
tained. Next, deposition of the carbon layer throughout the sur-
faces of the prepared alumina templates was conducted by a
thermal chemical vapor deposition (CVD) method at 600 °C in a
gas mixture of C2H2 and NH3 without any catalysts. Finally, for the
selective exposure of the CNP arrays out of the AAO matrix, a dry-
etching via ion-milling was performed and subsequently fol-
lowed by chemical-wet etching in an etching solution, which re-
sulted in the CNP stamps. The pore sizes of the AAO templates
and the exposure lengths of the CNP arrays can be finely con-
trolled as reported previously.54

Printing of the Gold Catalysts. Before the contact-printing pro-
cess, our CNP stamps and Si/SiO2 substrates were cleaned, and
then they were treated with oxygen plasma in order to enhance
the surface wetting property. Although the stamps can be re-
used for multiple stamping, in all of the experiments, fresh
stamps were used to avoid interference from the transference
of leftover ink to the next print process. The liquid phase Au ink
was prepared by mixing chloroauric acid (HAuCl4 · 3H2O, 0.4 g)
and poly(vinylpyrrolidone) (PVP, 0.02 g) in ethanol solution (8
mL), in which the PVP additive may function to decrease rapid
evaporation of the ethanol solvent and to increase the viscosity
of the ink phase for an efficient loading and transferring process.
The Au ink was dispersed onto the tips of the CNP stamp via a
spin-coating process at 4000�6000 rpm for 30 s; subsequently,
the ink-loaded CNP stamp was transferred and contacted onto
the pretreated Si/SiO2 substrate in a conformal way. In the
contact-printing process, the CNP stamp was positioned under
the substrate in order to minimize excessive ink-printing (see Fig-
ure 1A(ii)). The as-printed Au ink phases were first heat-treated
in an oven at 70 °C to evaporate the solvent from the substrate,
and then the samples were annealed at 500 °C in the air for 4 h to
transform the Au salt phase to the metallic Au phase. These
heat treatments lead to a slight size discrepancy between the
CNP stamps and the printed Au nanoparticles.

Growth of the SnO2 NWs. The SnO2 NWs were synthesized over
the contact-printed Au catalysts through a carbothermal reduc-
tion that was followed by the CVD method via the VLS growth
mechanism. An alumina boat that contains a 2:1 powder mixture
(by weight) of SnO2 (99.99% purity) and graphite (99.995% pu-
rity) was loaded at the center of a horizontal quartz tube. The Au-

catalyst-printed substrate was placed downstream (3�5 cm)
from the center of the quartz tube. After the system was evacu-
ated under 200 sccm of Ar gas flow (99.999% purity), the reactor
was heated up to 900 °C at a ramping rate of 10 °C min�1 and
kept at that temperature with the Ar carrier gas for 20�60 min.
After the furnace was cooled to room temperature, light gray
products were observed on the surface of the substrate.

Fabrication of the NW-FET Devices. To fabricate the SnO2 NW-FET
devices, the grown SnO2 NWs were transferred from the growth
substrate by dropping and drying the NW suspension to a Si wa-
fer with a 100-nm thick thermally grown oxide layer. The NW sus-
pension was made by briefly sonicating the growth substrate of
the SnO2 NWs in isopropyl alcohol for 30 s. The Si wafers that
were used in this study were highly doped p-type substrates,
which can serve as a back gate electrode. Metal electrodes that
consist of Ti (30 nm)/Au (40 nm) were deposited by an E-beam
evaporator to provide the ohmic contact with the SnO2 NW. The
electrodes were defined as either the source or drain by a pho-
tolithography and lift-off process. The distance between the
source and drain electrode was approximately 4 �m. The
current�voltage transfer characteristics of the transistors were
measured with a semiconductor parameter analyzer (Agilent
B1500A) in an ambient atmosphere.
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